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Build commercial-grade extensions to Eclipse and WebSphere Studio Workbench
This is the first definitive, start-to-finish guide to building commercial-quality extensions for both Eclipse and IBM's WebSphere Studio Workbench. Leading Eclipse developers Eric Clayberg and Dan Rubel don't merely introduce the basics: they show how to add the sophistication and "polish" that paying customers demand. 

This book presents detailed, practical coverage of every aspect of plug-in development--with specific solutions for the challenges you're most likely to encounter. It contains everything you need to gain mastery and achieve results: cookbook-style code examples, relevant API listings, diagrams, screen shots, and much more. 

	Includes a quick introduction to Eclipse for experienced Java programmers 
	Serves as a systematic reference for experienced Eclipse users
	Introduces all the tools you need to build Eclipse and WebSphere plug-ins
	Explains the Eclipse architecture and the structure of plug-ins and extension points
	Walks step-by-step through building complete Eclipse plug-ins
	Offers practical guidance on building Eclipse user interfaces with SWT and JFace
	Shows how to use change tracking, perspectives, builders, markers, natures, and more
	Covers internationalization, Help systems, feature planning--even branding 


This book is designed for anyone who wants a deep understanding of Eclipse, and every experienced developer interested in extending Eclipse or WebSphere Studio Workbench. Whether you're a tool developer building new commercial products, or a user customizing your environment, you'll find it indispensable. 

About the Author
   
Eric Clayberg is Senior VP for Product Development for Instantiations, Inc., an Advanced IBM Business Partner that serves on the Eclipse Foundation and contributes extensively to the Eclipse initiative. He has more than seventeen years of commercial software development experience, including twelve years with Java and nine with Eclipse. He is primary architect and product manager for many award-winning Java and Smalltalk products, including WindowBuilder Pro, CodePro, and VA Assist. He has a B.S. from MIT, an MBA from Harvard, and has cofounded two successful software companies—ObjectShare and Instantiations.

Dan Rubel, CTO for Instantiations, Inc., is an entrepreneur and an expert in the design and application of object-oriented technologies with more than fifteen years of commercial software development experience, including thirteen years of experience with Java and nine years with Eclipse. He is the primary architect and product manager for several successful products, including RCP Developer, WindowTester, jFactor, and jKit.  He has a B.S. from Bucknell and is a cofounder of Instantiations.
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Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns: With Examples in C# and .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
“[This] is a book about design in the .NET world, driven in an agile manner and infused with the products of the enterprise patterns community. [It] shows you how to begin applying such things as TDD, object relational mapping, and DDD to .NET projects...techniques that many developers think are the key to future...
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Mastering the SAS DS2 Procedure: Advanced Data-Wrangling Techniques, Second EdiSAS Institute, 2018

	Enhance your SAS® data-wrangling skills with high-precision and parallel data manipulation using the DS2 programming language. 


	Now in its second edition, this book addresses the DS2 programming language from SAS, which combines the precise procedural power and control of the Base SAS® DATA step...
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LINQ Unleashed: for C#Sams Publishing, 2008
By the time you are holding this book in your hands, I will have 30 years in since the first time I wrote some code. That code was ROM-BASIC on a TRS-80 in Washington grammar school in Owosso, Michigan, and I was in the fifth grade. Making the "tank" slide back and forth shooting blips across the screen was neat. Changing the code to...
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Enhanced Bayesian Network Models for Spatial Time Series Prediction: Recent Research Trend in Data-Driven Predictive Analytics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	This research monograph is highly contextual in the present era of spatial/spatio-temporal data explosion. The overall text contains many interesting results that are worth applying in practice, while it is also a source of intriguing and motivating questions for advanced research on spatial data science. 
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IP Over WDMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
IP over WDM explores the coming together of communication and computer networking technologies: optical fiber using WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) and IP - the Internet Protocol.    

Fiber optics technology is revolutionizing the telecommunications and networking industries by offering the enormous capacity required to...
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Hands-On Enterprise Java Microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile: Build and optimize your microservice architecture with JavaPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		An effective guide to designing, building, and deploying enterprise Java microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile

	
		Key Features

		
			Create cloud-native microservices with ease using this detailed guide
	
			Avoid vendor lock-in when implementing microservices using Eclipse...
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